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2. Introduction
The HAVSense Hand-Arm Vibration (HAV) system consists of Dosimeters, Docking Station, software to
be installed on your personal computer and an optional rugged carrying case. These elements work
together to measure and track daily vibration exposure “A(8)”of operators using vibratory equipment
according to ISO 5349-1:2001 and ISO 8041:2005.
There is available a standalone battery pack that will allow operators using a laptop to work independently
of electrical supplies for up to two issue/download/recharge cycles. Data is downloaded back at base on
their return.
The manual will help you identify the components of your system.




It will help you install the ‘HAVSense’ software and to configure the system.
It will describe some of the functionality of the dosimeters and Docking Station.
The other sections of this manual review data display procedures, calibration, report generation,
data export and technical specifications.

 Hardware

The main hardware provided with the HAVSense consists of the following:
HAVSense HAV Dosimeters;
HAVSense DS5 Docking Station including power supply and USB lead;
Optional battery pack.

 Dosimeters
The HAVSense dosimeter is a small, hand-held
device for measuring and recording vibration in
the hand. A rechargeable battery, microprocessor
and a triaxial accelerometer are all included in
one, easy-to-use package. This is held between
the fingers such that it measures the vibration
actually experienced by the hand.

 Docking Station
The HAVSense DS5 Docking Station is
used to download the recorded data from
the HAVSense dosimeter and
communicate that data to a PC running
HAVSense Software. The DS5 contains
five individual ports into which a
dosimeter may be placed. Each port has
three status indicators to show charging
status, connectivity and fault.
A display and keypad allows the issue of
dosimeters without using the host PC
keyboard, useful in ‘challenging’
environments.
The Docking Station recharges the
HAVSense dosimeter battery and is
connected to the PC using a USB
connection. Up to four Docking Stations
can be connected.
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The Docking Station is supplied with a
multi-plug power unit that will accept 100
– 240v AC and has an output of 12V DC
that plugs into a connector at the rear of
the Docking Station.
The Docking Station can also be supplied
from a car cigarette lighter and will accept
down to 9V. A separate battery pack is
available.
The USB lead can be up to five metres in length. With multiple docking stations it is acceptable to use a
USB hub. This can also be used as a means of extending the reach of the USB. The principal reason for
limiting the length of the USB lead is the risk of electrical interference on longer leads. When multiple
docking stations are used, each dock appears as a separate tab on the analysis program running on the PC
or laptop. For speed considerations it is better not to exceed three docks on one PC.


HAVSense Application Software

The HAVSense Software e x e c u t e s o n a l a p t o p , P C o r s e r v e r . I t controls the operation of the
HAVSense docking system, implementing the setup, charging, verification and deployment of the
dosimeters and the down-loading of measured data stored in the dosimeters following the acquisition of
data in the field.
Once the data has been uploaded, the software provides data storage, graph plotting features and an
export routine to transfer data to third party software such as spread-sheets for post processing.

 Typical HAVSense system

The dock and dosimeters are connected via USB to a local or ‘host’ PC on which the HAVSense
application is loaded. This controls all aspects of the operation of the docking station and Dosimeters.
The Host PC may be connected to a server which acts as a central storage device for all files, including
results, related to the HAVSense system.
The HAVSense software may be loaded on any number of remote PCs which can then view results data
stored on the server.
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 HAVSense system Software

A fundamental aspect of the system is that all users must be registered in the software so that records can
be maintained for each user. These records will then be available for assessment of vibration dosage
experienced by each user.
The diagram above shows that the software will run in two modes:
-

Normal (Home) Window.
Advanced (Administrator) Window.

The Home window maintains a view of the dosimeters status plugged into the docking station, lists the
names of registered users and can activate and issue dosimeters. On the return of a dosimeter, the results
will be displayed on the screen and stored.
Issuing of dosimeters can be accomplished either from the PC keyboard or from the docking station.
When the docking station is used, it must be connected to the host PC via the USB port.
The Admin window (accessible only by password) permits establishment of the User List, enables a data
link to a remote server so that other managers and supervisors can view historic data and create reports.
There are various setup controls that will affect the parameters displayed and the operation of the system.
These enable considerable flexibility in how the system will operate. However, the default settings will
be found to be most appropriate for most installations.
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3. Operation of HAVSense system
 Installing Software
Generally the host machine should be running at least Windows 7 64 bit Service Pack 1 and later operating
system. The machine should also have Microsoft’s “.NET” framework installed of version 3.5 or higher. A
PDF file reader such as Adobe Reader is also required to read the HAVSense Manual. The help files
accessible from within the software require a default html browser to be installed. The Software requires
access to the C:\ProgramData\HAVSense directory where it stores data files. The software also has the
ability to copy some of these files to a network drive for ease of backup of the user data files. This network
has not been tested in all network environments, but has been tested with linux and windows servers
operating with clients on windows based machines.
If a previous version of HAVS software exists on the PC then it must be un-installed prior to loading the
new version. Please refer to the HAVSense Software Removal guide for details on how to un-install
software.
New or upgraded software may be provided on a memory stick or it may be downloaded from the HAVSCo
website (www.havsco.co.uk).
On the memory stick there will be the main application installation files and the USB device driver files.
First install the USB device drivers.
In the USB device driver directory there will be one file:
“DeVaSys_UsbI2cIo_Drivers_x64.msi”.
Follow the on screen prompts.
Once the USB driver has been loaded into the Windows repository for drivers you can now power up and
plug in the Havsdock USB lead. This will cause Windows to load up a driver instance for the USB port that
you have connected to.
You can now load the application.
There will be a folder containing the following files:
HAVSense software files.
HavSense Setup.msi
Now double-click the setup.msi file and take the default options for the installation.
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 Running the software
After installation, you should have a new icon on the desktop, “HAVSense” program.
Double click the “HAVSense” program icon on the desktop, this will run the main
application, it will search for connected Docking stations.
If no docking stations are found the status message in the main
program pane will show “Not Connected”. Check the USB
connections and that the Docking station has power.
As docks are connected and powered up they will be detected
and automatically appear as a new tab on the screen
You can now proceed with setting up the initial settings for
Users and Dosimeters.

Figure 1: Main user interface screen

Note that the software can be used in the Not
Connected / offline mode for viewing of data
files and creation of reports.

The first time a dock tab is selected the user will be prompted to say whether the docking station has been
left charging and the dosimeters are fully charged:

Figure 2: Prompt for dock condition

This allows the application to estimate the change in the battery charge status for the dosimeters while the
application was turned off.
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 Main User Interface Features

Figure 3: Main user interface features

Note on the main user interface screen the listed values include:


One tab for each dock connected – 2 docks are connected in Figure 3
The tab shows the serial number of the connected dock and its status
o Green “LED” connected, working normally
o Red “LED”: not connected, error

For the selected Tab (Dock serial 00000029 in the figure) the screen shows the state of each:








Port # (number)
Status “LED”
o Black: Empty
o Green: Idle
o Blue: Activated
o Yellow: Uploading data
o Red: Fault
Battery status icon:
o Red: Empty
o Amber: Charging
o Green: Charged sufficiently for 12 hours of measurement
Serial # (number)
Whether dosimeter is registered:
o Green tick: Registered and can be activated
o Red cross: Not registered for use with this dock
Next Calibration date. Background colour indicates:
o Green: dosimeter is within calibration
o Amber: calibration due shortly
o Red: calibration is overdue

The user list shows all the users allowed to use the system:




Name: a unique, short name to identify the user (less than 32 characters)
Description: a column that can contain more text to identify the user if required
Assigned dosimeter (if any). In Figure 3 user GS01 has dosimeter 000450 assigned to them

The graph displayed will be the most recent data download. The title shows the date and time of the
measurement and the cumulative HSE Points logged.
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 Initial actions of the Administrator
Action 1Register dosimeters – see Registering Dosimeter (Toggle Registration Button).
Action 2Create and/or assign users to each Docking Station – see User List (page 20)

 Deployment and analysis
Step 1 Deploy dosimeters by using ‘Activate User’ button on the PC main screen – see Activating page
16, or use the keypad on Docking Station – see next item.
Step 2 Operator uses dosimeter to record vibration dose.
Step 3 Return dosimeters to Docking Station. Data will be uploaded automatically. Overall result is shown
on the LCD screen of the Docking Station and on the PC screen.
Step 4 Review data, store and print reports – see HSE Review page 28

 User activation of dosimeter from Docking Station
Dosimeters can be activated and issued from either the PC or the Docking Station. Assuming the
Administrator has set up the system for the users expected to use it, the LCD screen on the Docking Station
will display the present status:
The ‘Bat’ value ‘X’ means the port is empty, ‘Q’ is on fast
charge and ‘T’ is fully charged and is on trickle charge.

HAVSense
Polling Dosimeters

The ‘Reg’ value is simply ‘?’ if port is empty, ‘R’ if the
Dosimeter is registered and ‘U’ if unregistered.

Current Status
Port

1

2

3

4

5

Bat

X

Q

Q

Q

Q

Reg

?

R

R

R

U

Any dosimeters in the Docking Station will have a solid
green LED to show communication has been established,
an amber light flashing to indicate it is fast charging or a
solid amber light to show it is fully charged. There is also
a red LED that indicates a fault. In this event, lift and reinsert the dosimeter to clear the fault. If it will not clear
then the dosimeter should be returned to HAVSCo.
HAVSense

To activate a Dosimeter from the Docking
Station, press the ‘up’ arrow and the screen
will show the users authorized on this
Docking Station. For example:

MARTIN
SIMON
FRANK
ADMIN

HAVSense
Use the ‘up’ and ‘down’ arrows to
select your user name and press
‘enter’.

MARTIN
SIMON
FRANK
ADMIN
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You will be asked for your PIN number
(previously allocated by the Administrator).

FRANK
Please enter your PIN

Enter pin……….

FRANK
Please enter your PIN

If the PIN number is wrong it will allow a correct one to be reentered.

If accepted the following message is shown ……

****
FRANK
PIN accepted
Starting activation

The following screen is to inform the user of a wait while the dosimeter memory is erased, unless memory
was erased after download (an Admin option). It can take up to 20 seconds from requesting activation to the
dosimeter being available for use.
Please wait
The total of HSE points accumulated so far today is noted. If the
Activating dosimeter
user takes a Dosimeter out multiple times in one day then his
DayHSE 0.00
current accumulated Dose is displayed.
When ready, the green, red and amber LED lights for that port
will flash together. The user has 90 seconds in which to remove
the Dosimeter indicated otherwise the Dosimeter will de-activate
and the user will have to start the activation process again.

Please take
Flashing HAVSense
4th from the Left

Withdraw the indicated Dosimeter from the Docking Station. Ensure that the Dosimeter LED is flashing
once every four seconds to indicate it is working. If the Dosimeter LED is not flashing then re-insert the
Dosimeter into the Dock and try to activate the user again. (In the peculiar circumstance that a problem
persists, report the problem to the Administrator and replace the Dosimeter in the Docking Station. The
Administrator may need to reset the Users status in the User List.)
Please (Re)
Also note that if the Dosimeter is not released by the system even
Insert Dosimeter
though it is fully charged then there will be a warning message on
& try again
the LCD screen.
On successful activation of the Dosimeter the red LED light on the dosimeter normally flashes once every
four seconds to show it is working but on reaching the Exposure Action Value, EAV, warning level it
commences flashing once per second. If it should reach the Exposure Limit Value, (ELV), limit level then it
will flash four times per second.
If no Dosimeter is adequately charged, then none will be released for use. However the system will attempt
to release a Dosimeter if it estimates that there is sufficient charge for twelve hour use even if the amber
LED is still flashing.
Each Dosimeter has an internal rechargeable battery. This will provide power for at least 12 hours of use.
The software will normally only activate a dosimeter when it is sure that the battery is adequately charged.
Initially, the software has no knowledge of the charge state of the battery. So, when first inserted into the
docking station, this battery will need to be ‘fast charged’ until it reaches fully charged state. Normal
charging is indicated by a flashing amber LED on the port. When fully charged the LED will change to a
steady indication and the battery status will change to ‘Trickle’. This may take some hours. However, once
the software has acquired some ‘history’ of the battery usage, it will automatically calculate the battery
charge status and may release a Dosimeter even if it is still in ‘Fast Charge’ mode.
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Wear for the working day under a glove. (It is entirely acceptable to park the Dosimeter in a pocket during
breaks as long as it is replaced on the hand before work restarts.)
After the day’s use, replace the Dosimeter in any empty port. The
data collected by the Dosimeter will be transferred to the PC.

Uploading
from port 1
Please do not remove
Until complete

A summary of the data collected is displayed on the LCD screen. The HSE points for the time the dosimeter
has been in use and the cumulative HSE points for the day.
This display means that FRANK has downloaded his data with a
FRANK
Dosage Value of 0.98 metre/second squared, or an HSE point
uploaded
value of 15.4 in the latest download and as the DayHSE value
DV 0.98 m/s^2; 15.4 HSE
total is the same as his HSE value for this day this means
DayHSE 15.4 Ovld 001%
FRANK has only used the dosimeter once today, otherwise the
day total would exceed the most recent total. There were
recorded overloads 1% of the time. This is low enough an overload figure to ignore.
The data is uploaded to the PC and will be plotted on the PC screen.

Figure 4: Plot showing uploaded measurements

 HSE points
The permitted vibration dosage before reaching the Exposure Action Value (EAV) warning level is 2.5m/s2
for 8 hours at which it is advisable, but not mandatory, to stop work. This corresponds to 100 HSE points.
The Exposure Limit Level (ELV) when it is mandatory to stop is 5.0m/s2 for 8 hours, corresponding to 400
HSE points. HSE Points are useful because Points are a linear measure of dosage whereas the vibration
Dosage Value is non-linear. If you accumulate 50 HSE points on one machine and 50 HSE points on
another, the total dosage is 100 HSE points by simple addition. The same is not true of dosage in m/s2
where the vibration dosage corresponding to 50 HSE points would be 1.7678m/s2 and to 100 HSE points
would be 2.5m/s2 which is clearly not double the value for 50 HSE points. Details can be found on the HSE
website http://www.hse.gov.uk/vibration/hav/readyreckoner.htm . For the user this declared dosage in HSE
points on the Docking Station is the extent of the information available.
The Dosimeter will provide visual indication of the vibration dose whilst it is in use. The red LED
indication has 3 modes:
Flash once every 4 seconds:
Flash once per second:
Flash 4 times per second:

Normal operation, dose below action value.
Exposure Action Value reached (EAV), (100 HSE points).
Exposure Limit level reached (ELV), (400 HSE points).
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 Data storage
All data and settings are stored in a database locally: C:\ProgramData\HAVSense\HAVSenseData.sqlite
This database should not be edited or accessed directly otherwise data may be lost and reports become
invalid. The database should be backed up regularly. See Data Sync, page 25 below
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4. HAVSense Functionality


Offline Analysis

If there is no Docking Station connected to
the PC, it will execute in a mode that allows
off-line analysis of existing data files.
The main screen will say the docking station
serial number is unknown and not connected.
The screen automatically updates when it
detects a docking station has been connected.
A user may review their HSE points history
by selecting their name on the user list and
clicking the HSE Review button. They will
be prompted to enter their PIN and then the
review screen will be displayed. (See HSE
history page 17 below)

Figure 5: Offline analysis



Alternatively when logged in as the
Administrator then all user data may be
reviewed.

HAVSense Home Window

If the Docking station is connected, then on starting the software by clicking on the HAVSense icon, the
HAVSense Home window is displayed, as shown below:
If there are HAVSense dosimeters connected (by being inserted in one of the Docking Station ports), the
data (if any) will be uploaded (unless previously uploaded, in which case the upload is not repeated). The
registration status and serial number will be displayed for each dosimeter. Dosimeters that are declared to
be unregistered are unknown to this Docking Station. They can be registered if required in the
Administrator screen (See Toggle Registration Button page 23 below.)
It is important for users to realize that they do not each have one special dosimeter to be regarded as their
own. When dosimeters are activated it is simply the one most charged that is selected.

Figure 6: Main screen
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Activating
Dosimeters can be activated from the PC Home screen by selecting a user from the list shown and clicking
the Activate User button. (Figure 7)

Figure 7: Activate User

The user will be asked for their PIN number (Figure 8).
Note if a user already has a dosimeter assigned to them they will not be able to activate a second. In this
case the Activate User button is greyed out and disabled, you can see 000450, the serial number of the
dosimeter that has been issued to user GS01 in Figure 7.

Figure 8: Enter PIN

Relevant messages will also appear on the LCD screen of the Docking Station. When the Dosimeter is
ready for use, all three LED lights flash together on the port that has been activated. It can take up to 20
seconds from requesting activation to the completion of the request. During this time, the three indicator
lights on the port will ‘cycle’.
When the three LED lights flash simultaneously, the user has 90 seconds in which to remove the Dosimeter
otherwise it is de-activated and the user has to start the activation process again.
Dock status messages are also displayed on the user interface during the activation process:

Figure 9: Status message "PIN accepted - Activating"
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Figure 10: Status message "Take from port 5"

The memory of the dosimeter must be cleared of data before activation. This takes about twelve seconds.
There are two strategies available for erasing data memory. It can be done either immediately after the data
has been downloaded to the Dock, in which case the data is not retained in the Dosimeter, or it can be
retained in the Dosimeter until it is next activated. Retaining the data until activation means that a backup
copy of the data is available just in case some unforeseen circumstance means it needs to be read again.
This requirement is unlikely and by opting for the former strategy, activation is significantly quicker.
Selection of the default strategy is controlled from the Administrator’s menu.
The user now takes the dosimeter that is indicated (In Figure 10 this will be in port 5) where the lights are
flashing together to gain attention. If it is not taken in 90 seconds, the activation is aborted.

 Multiple Docking Stations on one PC
Any host PC can handle multiple docking stations simultaneously. Each dock appears as a new tab on the
main screen.
When multiple docking stations are connected, they will download HAVSense dosimeters, one at a time.
Any one of the docking stations can activate its HAVSense dosimeters independently of the other docking
stations. When activating a user from the user interface only a dosimeter in the selected dock can be
activated. If no dosimeters are available in the selected dock then click on the tab of another dock to see if
dosimeters are available – green battery icon, green registered icon – then click the Activate User button.
Similarly, if activating a user from a dock keypad, only dosimeters in that dock may be activated.

 HSE history
Users can only access their own plots and HSE history files. The access requires selection of the user name
from the user list, then click the HSE Review button. A popup will request entry of the PIN number.

Figure 11: HSE Review

The HSE Review window is then displayed (See HSE history page 17 below)
Return to Table of Contents
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 HAVSense Menu Selections
There are 3 menu options:
File

Admin

Help

Exit

User Mode

Help

User List

About

Settings
These are structured so as to only allow the Administrator and System Analyst access to their own set of
options by using a PIN.

File

- No password.


Exit
Quits the application
(You may also quit by clicking the close X icon at the top right of the window) You will be
prompted to confirm your decision before the application can be closed

Admin




- Only the Administrator can access these menus with a password.
User Mode
User List
Settings

Help



- This is where the Administrator logs in to use the menus listed.
- To manage user accounts
- to control the application and hardware options

- Contact information and access to the User Manual. No password.
Help
About
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 Administrator Mode
To access the advanced settings on the Admin menu:
Select User Mode\Admin and enter the administrator’s password
After login as Admin, the menu heading is
coloured orange to show it is active, as
illustrated below (Figure 14). Login to this
menu is only required once. Access remains
active until you logout by selecting “User” as
the user mode or by quitting the application.
Figure 12: Select Admin mode

Figure 13: Admin password

Figure 14: Admin mode highlighted

When logged in as Admin other menu options become visible:



User list
Settings

- add/remove/modify the list of those who will use this Docking Station
- control setup of the docking station, dosimeters and the application

Figure 15: Administrator options

The initial admin PIN number is ‘1234’. This can be changed by using the User List, highlighting ‘Admin’
and entering a new PIN number and clicking ‘Change PIN’.
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 User List
The User List shows those people authorized to use this docking station. Users have a ‘short’ Name. The
short Name appears on the Docking Station screen and is used in the software for reports etc. It is limited
to 32 characters. However, note that the dock screen can display a maximum of 21 characters. Therefore
this lower length is recommended. The short Name must be unique for instance use a surname or inttials
and a number eg “GS01” in Figure 16.
The Description and User Notes allow more text to be added about the user. The Description information is
displayed on the list of users on the main screen and as shown in Figure 16. The User Notes are only
visible on this screen for the user highlighted in the list.
When making change a user’s settings you must click the Save button to record the changes (Or Undo to
discard the edits)

Figure 16: User list window

There is no limit to the number of users with access to a Docking Station. Any one user can only activate
one Dosimeter at a time. So if it was necessary for a user to have two Dosimeters it will be necessary for
them to have two names such as HENRY-LEFT and HENRY-RIGHT.

These ‘short’ names must be unique. No two can be the same.

Add User
To add a user click the add user button.

Figure 17: Add user
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A blank user will be shown on the Selected User panel. Edit the settings as required then click Save to save
the new user to the database.

Delete User
To delete a user select them in the list and click the red X delete button. A prompt appears to confirm the
action Figure 19.

Figure 18: Delete user

Figure 19: Confirm delete

Users cannot regard any particular HAVSense dosimeter as their own because on activation the most
suitable (i.e. most charged device) is allocated. This means the Dosimeter allocated could differ each day.
The user notes may be added for example to help distinguish two people with similar names.
The PIN number is what the user will enter when requesting a dosimeter from the Docking Station.
Typically, it must be at least a four digit number but any greater number of digits may be used.
After making any changes to a user click the Save button. If the PIN has been changed the user will be
prompted to re-enter their new PIN before the changes are saved.
A user may only have one dosimeter assigned to them at a time. If a dosimeter is assigned its serial number
is shown in the column “Assigned dosimeter” and on the main screen the Activate User button is greyed
out. If a user tries to activate another dosimeter the dock screen will show a warning: ‘Return current
HAVSense before taking another one’. If the assigned dosimeter has been lost or there is some other error
then on the User List screen the assigned dosimeter value can be cleared as follows. Select the ‘User List’
option of the Administration pull-down menu on the PC home screen. In the User List window, you can see
which dosimeter serial number is allocated to which user. For instance, GS01 has dosimeter 000450
(Figure 16). Select that user’s name and see that the “User is activated” checkbox is shown ticked. Then
select ‘Reset user’s dosimeter activation’; confirm and Save the deactivation. Until you complete the
‘Deactivate User’ this particular user cannot take out another Dosimeter.
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Advanced user list management
Deleting users in fact does not remove them from the database. They remain dormant and are not shown on
the active user list. To restore a dormant user first tick the “See dormant users” box (Figure 20)

Figure 20: See dormant users

The user list changes to show all the users, active and dormant in the database. And the User Level column
becomes visible. Dormant users have a User Level of “None”
Select a dormant user and click the restore button (Figure 21). The User Level will return to Normal.

Figure 21: Restore dormant user
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 Settings
The settings window shows a number of tabs for controlling different aspects of the system:






Docks and Dosimeters
Measurement Settings
Data sync
Options
Diagnostics

Docks and Dosimeters

Figure 22: Docks and Dosimeters

The docks and dosimeters tab shows more detail about the docks attached to the system and the dosimeters
they contain. For instance, the firmware running on the devices and the number of measurement results
(#1s results) stored on the dosimeter. Click on a dosimeter in the display grid to select it. The controls in
the “Selected Dosimeter” panel are then enabled for use.

Upload Data Button
The Upload Data button allows data to be manually uploaded if it has not already done so but this is not a
normal requirement. Data should automatically upload whenever an activated dosimeter is returned to the
dock. If an upload of results has failed for some reason then the Upload Data button can be used to
manually force the upload to take place. The column “ #1s Results” shows if a dosimeter contains data. In
Figure 22 dosimeter 000451 contains 16 seconds of data; 000450 has 0 data – it was automatically cleared
after the last successful download.

Toggle Registration Button
Use the toggle registration button to change the Registered status from registered (green tick) to
unregistered (red cross) and vice versa. Only registered dosimeters can be used on a Docking Station.
Therefore, if an unregistered device is encountered it means either that it has been transferred from its
original home and it should be returned there or else a new dosimeter is to be used from this Docking
Station. To register it, select the dosimeter in the grid and then click the register button.

Test Dock Button
The test dock button forces the application to re-read the information displayed in the “Dock information”
panel: serial number, firmware version etc.

Display Contrast Controls
The contrast on the dock LCD display can be varied using this control group. Set a contrast number using
the numeric control in the range 1: completely white to 63: all black. (The default value of 20 is good for
working under normal indoor lighting.)
Optionally tick the box “Set as permanent default”. If this is ticked then the new setting will be
remembered even after the dock has been turned off and on. Otherwise the new setting will only apply
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until the next power off.
Finally click the Set Contrast button to send the new value to the dock and observe that the LCD display
changes contrast.

Measurement Settings

Figure 23: Measurement Settings

This tab controls how measurements are recorded and handled by the dosimeters

XYZ Data
The dosimeter measures vibration on three axes “XYZ”, ie fore-aft, side to side and up-down. Using these
options the measurements can be directly combined and stored as a single total vibration dose or they can
be stored as separate values for each axis. The total vibration dose is still then calculated by combining the
separate measurements.
Most users find the default setting of “combined data” meets their requirements for vibration monitoring
while reducing the memory required to store data. Storing the data as Separate measurements for the three
axes takes three times as much memory.
A warning is displayed on the main screen to remind users if separate data has been selected (Figure 24).

Figure 24: Non Default Params warning

Reading Dosimeters
Fast Activate
Dosimeters running firmware newer than version1.2 have the option to allow fast activation. In this case
when a dosimeter is activated, if its memory is already clear then activation will be almost immediate.
Otherwise before activating the dosimeter the memory must be cleared which takes about 12 seconds.
When fast activation is selected then when a dosimeter is returned to the dock and its data has been
successfully downloaded the memory is immediately cleared ready for the next activation. If fast activation
is not selected then the measurements remain in the dosimeter’s memory until the next activation is started
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Data Sync
The measurement data is stored in a database on the local PC as it is read from the dosimeter. If a remote
backup location has been setup and is available the same data is automatically added to that remote
location.
The data sync options on this tab allow the remote location to be setup and the database to be backed up or
restored from some other location for instance a network drive or server. An added value of this option is
that the Administrator can link in to some Internet Cloud based data system such as Dropbox – as long as
the Internet is connected. Then the chosen path could be to the Dropbox folder.
Any Administrator can do the same and all sub-folders in the selected location will be accessible to all other
Administrators. This allows other PCs to view the database and generate reports.
In addition the “Sync to Backup Path” option on this tab allows any data that was collected while the
remote location was unavailable to be added to the remote database.

Figure 25: Data Sync

Backup folder path
Specify the path to where the remote database is to be located. This can be typed directly
into the text box.
Clicking the folder button pops up a dialog to allow the user to browse to find their
desired backup location

Sync to Backup Path
This button adds user information and measurement data from the local database to the remote database.
When new data is read from a dosimeter it is saved to the local database and if a valid remote database is
available the same data is automatically added to the remote location. However, if the remote location was
unavailable when the data was collected at a later time when the connection to the remote location is
available then you can use this button to copy any new local information to the remote location.

Backup from Local Computer to Backup Path
Click this button to copy the whole of the local database to the remote location.
If there is already a database file at that location then the remote file is renamed with the date and time
added to its file name before the local file is copied across. Thus no data is lost

Restore from Backup Path to Local Computer
Click this button to copy data from a remote backup location to the local computer. Again any existing
local file will be renamed to include a date and time stamp so no data is lost. This can be useful to import
an existing list of users from a server when setting up a new computer
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Read all data from old folders to local Database
This button can be used to migrate data from an old 1.x version of the HAVsense application. It will read
the old folder and file structure that 1.x used to store measurements and add all users and their
measurements to the local database.

Options

Figure 26: Options

There is the option to hide the HSE Review button from normal users. Then the button is only visible when
an Administrator is logged in. This stops normal users from being able to review their measurement
history. (See Figure 11: HSE Review)

Diagnostics

Figure 27: Diagnostics

Keyboard tester
When the diagnostics tab is selected a keypad is displayed representing the dock currently selected on the
Docks and Dosimeters tab. When a key is pressed on the dock’s keypad then the key is highlighted on the
diagnostics screen. Key 5 has been pressed and so is highlighted in Figure 27.
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Demo mode
Normally dosimeters may only be activated when the system estimates they have sufficient battery charge
to measure for at least twelve hours. If “Demo mode” is selected then the charge status is not checked
before dosimeters are activated. This may be useful in say training situations where dosimeters are being
repeatedly taken in and out of the dock.
When demo mode is selected a warning icon appears on the dock view and the Charge column is shown
greyed. (Figure 28)

Figure 28: Demo mode selected
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 HSE Review
A user may review their HSE History by selecting their name from the user list on the main screen and
clicking the HSE Review button. They will be prompted for their PIN before the review window is
displayed
The review window may take a few seconds to appear if there is a lot of measurement data in the database
to be reviewed.

Figure 29: HSE Review

The Current user being reviewed is shown at the top left. If an Administrator is logged in this is a drop
down box from which the admin may select any user.

HSE pts History: bar graph
When Data Type is set to “HSE pts history” then the daily scores are shown on the top table.
The list of daily results that is shown is filtered according to the Filters settings. You can filter by setting a
date range and / or by setting the minimum number of Total HSE Points. In Figure 29 the HSE points filter
is set to 100.00. So only daily scores greater than 100 are shown in the data grid and on the bar graph to the
right.
With data type set to HSE pts history then a bar chart on the right represents the data on the top table. In
addition lines are drawn to show the vibration Exposure Action Value (EAV) and Exposure Limit Value
(ELV) the “Action” and “Alarm Limits”

Files: line graph
Setting Data type to “Files” changes the graph to show the values recorded in individual files (Figure 30).
The top table changes to show all the individual files that meet the filter settings. More columns become
visible in the table giving information about the individual files. The user can add Notes to a file by
clicking in the Notes column of the file they wish to annotate.
To plot a particular file on the graph select the row(s) on the top table and click the down arrow on the Plot
Controls. The selected files are added to the lower table, Plot Files table.
To remove a file from the plot select it in the lower table and click the up arrow. To remove all the files
click the dustbin icon.
When data type is set to HSE pts history then selecting an item in the top table and clicking the down arrow
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to add that data to the lower table will add all the files that have contributed to that daily score. Days are
measured from midnight to midnight so it is possible that a file that started before or finished after the day
will be added because its measurements extended into the selected day.

Figure 30: Plot Files

In Files view the data is plotted as a line graph.
Most commonly the user will wish to see HSE Points shown on the vertical, y axis as in Figure 30. But the
measurements may be shown in other units by selecting the required type:





RMS
CDV
HSE Pts
Overload

For instance RMS plotting is good for highlighting times of intense activity.
Time is shown along the horizontal, x-axis. All data can be shown in seconds starting from 0 as in Figure
30 or plotted according the actual time it was collected (the date of the measurement is ignored). Select
Time of Day
If the data was recorded with separate XYZ measurements (see Measurement Settings) then the user may
select to plot the combined result or the individual X Y and Z values by ticking the required columns.

Adding Notes to a File
In File view you can add text notes to a file. Click in the User Notes column and type your notes. When you
hit the Return key or click away from the cell your notes are automatically saved to the database.
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Administrator Reviewing
When logged in as administrator additional review options are available



Select any individual user to review by selecting the required user from the User drop down box.
Select review All Users (Figure 31)

Figure 31: Review all users

When review all users is selected then the entire database of measurements is available for analysis. For
instance Figure 31 is set to show all users and filtered for any daily scores greater than 50 HSE points.
When All Users is selected then the button All User Filters, Apply becomes visible. When working with all
users there may be large amounts of data to handle. Therefore instead of automatically changing the
displayed data as filter values are changed, the display is only updated when Apply is clicked.
Also to reduce the amount of data being displayed when working with all users the “All Dates” button is
disabled. You must manually select the date range to be displayed using the From and To boxes.
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Table controls
Sorting
Tables may be sorted by clicking on the heading of a column. eg click on HSE points column header to sort
the scores in ascending order, click the heading again to sort in descending order
Resizing
Column width may be resized by dragging the separator between the columns
Similarly the area given to each table or the graph can be changed by dragging the grey dividing bar
between the sections. If required scroll bars appear next to the table.

Figure 32: Panels resized to show bigger graph

Reposition columns
Column ordering can be changed by dragging the column header to a new position
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Graph controls
To use the keyboard shortcuts first click on the graph area to make sure it has the focus (otherwise the key
strokes may be being typed into some other control on the screen)
Show values
Click and drag the mouse across the graph to see the values at that point on the graph.
Zoom
To zoom in on any part of the plot, place the cursor over the graph and use any of the following:




mousewheel (if available)
numeric keypad +/PageUp / PageDown

For fine zoom hold down the Ctrl key with any of the above: Ctrl + mouse wheel; Ctrl + PageUp etc.
To zoom in one axis only, place the cursor over the axis to be zoomed then use the mouse wheel to zoom.
Zoom a rectangle
To mark a rectangular region to zoom you can use any of the following:




Ctrl + right-click and drag
Middle mouse button
Ctrl + Alt + left click and drag

Reset zoom
To reset the zoom to fill the graph area:




A on the keyboard
Right click on the graph and select Reset Zoom
Alt + Ctrl + left double click

Pan
When the graph has been zoomed, to pan the graph:




Right click and drag
Alt + left click and drag
Arrow keys

For fine pan use Ctrl + arrow keys

Figure 33: Graph right-click context menu

Copy
To copy the graph as an image to the clipboard:



Right click and select Copy
Ctrl + C

Print
Right click and select Print to send the graph to your printer
Save As
Right click and select Save As to save the graph as an image file (.png format)
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Reporting
The contents of the upper table (HSE pts history or file list) can be exported to a CSV file by clicking on
the Export CSV button

Figure 34: Export table

In addition the raw measurements in a data file may be exported as a human readable CSV file. First add
the required file(s) to the Plot Files table. Select the file(s) in the table. Click the Export button.

Figure 35: Export file

Return to Table of Contents

 Network Operation
When you have multiple Docking Stations at different locations it becomes important to be able to access
the data collected from a central location. You need to keep track of User names to prevent duplication or
two different users having the same name. To aid with the extra administration the software has the ability
to select one computer running the HAVSense application to manage these “remote” Data collection
Docking stations. The computer selected to be the “Server” is a normal computer which is left running
permanently. The computer nominated as the server does require some user interaction to mange the
addition of new users and resolving duplicates when found. This server computer does not need to have a
Dock connected for operation although a Dock can be connected and the software can still be used for
issuing Dosimeters and downloading data from Dosimeters.
Warning! You should not have users with duplicate
names, adding users from the central point only will assist
in ensuring there are no duplicate names to be resolved.
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Software Setup for Network
Selection of PC for server
The Pc for the server is to have Windows 10 operating system installed and is required to always be
powered. It requires the HAVSense software to be installed. Access to a data space for the central database
is required, this space has to be available to all the Pc’s with HAVSDocks connected that you wish to
collect data to the central database.

Requirements before setting up the HAVSense network
You need to decide on a Alpha-numeric Identifying name for each of the HAVSense software installations,
for example: Central_Control, Locker-Room 1, Garage 2. These names must be unique. You need a
location for file storage that is accessible by all HAVSense installations that are required to be connected. It
is this file space that the HAVSense software uses to communicate with the nominated “Server” PC.
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Configuring the File Control Server
You will need to login as an administrator and select the “settings menu”. Click the tab “Data sync” you
will have automatically been allocated a PC name, this is unique, but not descriptive, you can now change
this to something more meaningful.
Check the box to “Run as Central Server”. There must only be one central server on your network.
You must now set a “Sync and Remote folder path”. Type the network path or use the browse icon to
navigate to your central storage folder.

Configuring the Remote PC’s
You will need to login as an administrator and select the settings menu. Click the tab
You will need to login as an administrator and select the “settings menu”. Click the tab “Data sync” you
will have automatically been allocated a PC name, this is unique, but not descriptive, you can now change
this to something more meaningful.
Ensure box to “Run as Central Server” is not checked. There must only be one central server on your
network.
You must now set a “Sync and Remote folder path”. Type the network path or use the browse icon to
navigate to your central storage folder.
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Operation of Server and Remote PC’s
The synchronisation requires a PC running as the system server to manage the incoming data from the
Remote Collection Point PC’s with HAVSdocks connected and hold a copy of the collective database.
The Remote Collection Points send their new data to the Central File Storage for processing. Remote
Collection Points will send new data at midnight or when the application is launched or closed. If you wish
to force the data to be sent to the Central File Storage then you have to close the software.
The server scans the Central File Storage for new data from Remote Collection Points and adds this to the
collective database. These updates then get copied to the Central File Storage allowing remote access to
view the data.
If a new user is to be added to the system then the Pc running the server software is the official place to
enter the new user data. There is nothing to stop you adding users locally, but you will have to resolve any
name issues as the new users collected data is brought back into the collective database.
On the server software you have extra controls.

These controls allow you to select where a user might be able to take a Dosimeter from. This feature allows
the Remote Collection Points to have a smaller user lists than the server software with its collective
database of every user.
If you wish a user to have access to one Remote Collection Point then you select their account on the left
hand pane, it will highlight blue.
Click the right hand green arrow to add the name to a list that you wish to send to a Remote Collection
Point.

Now select the name of the Remote Collection Point from the drop down list. If you wish to send
the list to all registered Remote Collection Points on the system then check the box next to “Export to all”.
Once the list is ready to send then
click the folder with an arrow button, this will send the user to the
Remote Collection Point. The Remote Collection Point will process the new data at midnight or when the
software is closed or opened.
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Rules for alpha-numeric names for the PC’s
Use any character in the current code page for a name, including Unicode characters and characters in the
extended character set (128–255), except for the following:
The following reserved characters:
< (less than)
> (greater than)
: (colon)
" (double quote)
/ (forward slash)
\ (backslash)
| (vertical bar or pipe)
? (question mark)
* (asterisk)
Integer value zero, sometimes referred to as the ASCII NUL character.
Do not end a file or directory name with a space or a period.
Use a period as a directory component in a path to represent the current directory, for example ".\temp.txt".
For more information, see Paths.
Use two consecutive periods (..) as a directory component in a path to represent the parent of the current
directory, for example "..\temp.txt". For more information, see Paths.
Characters whose integer representations are in the range from 1 through 31, except for alternate data
streams where these characters are allowed. For more information about file streams, see File Streams.
Do not use the following reserved names:
CON, PRN, AUX, NUL, COM1, COM2, COM3, COM4, COM5, COM6, COM7, COM8, COM9, LPT1,
LPT2, LPT3, LPT4, LPT5, LPT6, LPT7, LPT8, and LPT9. Also avoid these names followed immediately
by an extension; for example, NUL.txt is not recommended. For more information, see Namespaces.
Return to Table of Contents
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5. HAVSense Dosimeters
 Dosimeters
The HAVSense dosimeter is a small, hand-held device for measuring vibration. A rechargeable battery,
microprocessor and three accelerometers are all included in one, easy-to-use package. Photographs below
show the preferred location and manner of wearing the HAVSense dosimeter on the hand. It is important
that a glove is worn over the dosimeter.
The serial number is stored internally to the Dosimeter and is uploaded to the computer when registered by
the HAVSense software.
Each dosimeter has one red LED that only functions when the dosimeter is active, describing its status as
follows:





Flashes briefly once per 4 seconds to indicate unit is 'active'. This continues until the unit is
docked or the vibration exposure action value is reached, or 12 hours have elapsed.
Flashes briefly once per second to indicate the vibration Exposure Action Value (EAV) has been
reached. This continues until the unit is docked or the vibration Exposure Limit Value (ELV)
dosage limit is reached. The default is 100 HSE points, but this can be changed by the
administrator to a lower threshold for a sensitive user.
Flashes four times per second to indicate the vibration Exposure Limit Value has been reached.
This continues until the unit is docked. This is fixed at 400 HSE points.

Once Activated, the dosimeter will run continuously until plugged back into the docking station. It
measures vibration on all three axes, ie fore-aft, side to side and up-down. These results are combined
together to produce an overall value of the vibration dose. (The calculations are defined in ISO5349). After
every second, this value is recorded and the total vibration dose is updated. This total vibration dose is used
to trigger warnings on the LED indicator.
When the record is uploaded to the PC, the vibration history at 1 second intervals and the total HSE points
are transferred. This allows the accumulation of vibration dose to be studied in great detail using the ‘Plots’
and ‘Reports’ feature in the HAVSense software.
The battery in the dosimeter will provide power for over 12 hours of use. To avoid excessive discharge, the
dosimeter will automatically switch itself off after operating for 12 hours.
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Using the HAVSense HAV Hand-arm Vibration Dosimeter

The HAVSense is typically worn between
the ring and middle fingers.

As viewed from above; note the orientation
of the dosimeter.

Foot of device seen inside of the hand.
(Normally worn between 3rd and 4th digits
for maximum comfort. Here worn between
2nd and 3rd digits to avoid interference with
the wedding ring.)

Sideways view.
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View of the HAVSense dosimeter being
worn with glove removed.
(NOTE: Illustrative only. This is not the
recommended use – gloves are always to
be worn.)

 Measurement of Highly Impulsive Vibration

In extremely impulsive vibration sampling environments such as measurements made on tools including
rock drills, hammer drills, fettling tools and pavement breakers, the dosimeter may be receiving transient
inputs that exceed its measurement capability of 180m/s2. This is called an ‘overload’ condition.
In this case, the dosimeter will indicate an overload is occurring and both the overall and the time history
data reports will indicate that overloads have occurred. Since the dosimeter samples the vibration signal at a
relativity high speed (6.4kHz), it can detect and report the actual percentage of time in which the signal has
been overloading the Dosimeters during each one-second sample interval. Occurrence of overloads will
be reported as the percentage of the data samples that were in fact out of range and its occurrence on a
second by second basis can also be plotted.
In cases where the tool being used produces a signal which is so impulsive as to make the dosimeter data
show a continuous overload, the usefulness of the dosimeter data is diminished. However, it can still be a
very effective indicator of tool usage patterns throughout the measurement period. This data can be of value,
if used in conjunction with some other measurement of the actual vibration or reliable estimate of the
vibration produced by the device under test. In this situation it would be reasonable to utilize the time
history data from the HAVSense to calculate the total time-on-task (or “trigger time”) for the offending
tool on any given day in order to develop a meaningful exposure model with less uncertainty.
HAVSense operates by computing RMS acceleration levels at one second intervals and then storing this data
for download. If an overload occurs at any time during a one second interval then that specific one second
sample will be marked as having had an overload and the percentage time within that second that overload
occurred is recorded. Once uploaded, the percentage of overall measurement time that was overloaded is
reported, together with the one second record numbers in which overloads occurred. Percentages are only
reported to two digits, meaning the percentage is rounded up to the nearest integer.
It is important to recognize that there is no hysteresis after overload of a HAVSense dosimeter. Some
proprietary accelerometers take time to recover from overload. This can be a substantial recovery period,
even seconds. The HAVSense dosimeter does not do this. On overload at 180m/s2 the signal remains at this
level until the acceleration falls below this level in which case the device immediately responds as before.
Effectively it means that overloads simply chop the top off extreme levels of vibration and it makes very
little difference to RMS levels until such occurrences become common.
Return to Table of Contents
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6. HAVSense DS5 Docking Station
 Port LED Functionality
While inserted into a docking station, each dosimeter will be automatically charged as necessary. The status
for each port is indicated by three LED indicators.
•Amber LED which flashes to indicate the unit is charging and is stable when on trickle charge.
•Green LED is illuminated when dosimeter has been inserted into Docking Station.
•Red LED indicates a fault with the dosimeter. Try removing and reinserting the dosimeter to clear the
fault.

 Communications LED

A green LED near the upper left corner of the LCD screen above the envelope icon will illuminate to
indicate the Docking Station is communicating with the PC.

 Charging Dosimeter Batteries
One primary function of the DS5 Docking Station is to recharge the dosimeter battery.
The dosimeter battery will be charging whenever the dosimeter is placed in the Docking Station and the
Docking Station is powered. When a dosimeter is not fully charged and is charging, the orange LED
will flash on and off. When the dosimeters are fully charged, the battery indicator orange LED on the
DS5 for each dosimeter will be on continuously.
Ideally, the dosimeter should be stored with a partial charge, i.e. do not store the dosimeter for long periods
of time (such as weeks) in the DS5 Docking Station with the power on. For long-term storage, it is better to
put the Dosimeter to one side rather than leave it on charge.
When a dosimeter battery is nearing the end of its service life, the length of time over which the
dosimeter will operate and measure continuously will decrease. At some point it will no longer be able to
measure continuously over an entire 12 hour work shift and the dosimeter should be replaced. This battery
condition is checked when a dosimeter undergoes its annual re-calibration session, If the battery is showing
signs of premature aging, the dosimeter will be replaced if it is still under warranty.
Return to Table of Contents
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7. Technical Specifications
 General Specification
Standards

ISO 8041:2005: Human Response to Vibration – Measuring
instrument.
IEC 61326-1:2005: Electrical equipment for measurement, control and
laboratory use – EMC requirements.
IEC 61010-1:2001: Safety Requirements for Electrical equipment for
measurement, control, and laboratory use –
Part 1: General Requirements.

Accessories

HAVSense: Software for control, download, calibration and data display.
USB Cable.
Mains or car cigarette lighter power cable for DS5.

 Environmental Vibration Sensitivity specification

Adjusting for Effects of
Temperature and Humidity

No adjustments necessary

Stabilization Time

0 seconds
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 HAVSense Dosimeter Specification
SI

Performance
Measurement Range (RMS)

Imperial
590ft/s2 to 0.59ft/s2

180m/s2 to 0.18m/s2

Measurement Range (Peak)

833ft/s2

254m/s2

Linear Operating Range
Self Noise

590ft/s2 to 0.59ft/s2
0.1ft/s2

180m/s2 to 0.18m/s2
0.03m/s2

Nominal Frequency Range
Band-limited Frequency Range
Maximum Integration Time
Minimum Integration Time
Battery Charge Time (typ)
Battery
Battery run time (min)
Operation Temperature
Operational Humidity
IP Rating
Frequency Weighting
Weight approx
Dimensions approx
Accelerometer
Transverse Sensitivity
Max Shock (Accelerometer)

5 Hz – 1.6 kHz
5 Hz – 1.6 kHz
12 hours
1 minute
4.5 hours
Internal Lithium Ion
12 hours
14°F to 104°F
-10°C to 40°C
0% to 100%
IP67
Wh
0.8oz
24gm
1.83x0.95x1.46in
45 x 24 x 37mm
Integral-MEMS, 3 axis
< 5%
1000m/s2

Resonant Frequency
Reference calibration level

5.5kHz

Calibration Check Frequency
Sensitivity Drift
Effects of Temperature and
Humidity Variation

11.3Hz
<= 4%
<= 5%

Sample Rate

6464Hz

32.18ft/s2

9.81m/s2

ROHS Compliance
Electrical Equipment for Measurement, Control and Laboratory Use – EMC Safety Standard.
Not Compliant: excluded under WEEE category 9 – Industrial Test and Measurement Equipment.
Return to Table of Contents
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8. Additional Information for Testing
 Electromagnetic Compliance
Attention:
Due to the sensitive nature of the communications circuitry, electrostatic discharges to the
exposed station contact pins of the DS5 Docking Station may result in temporary
communications interruptions from the computer software to the Docking Station.


Declaration of Conformity
HAVSCo Ltd. declares that:
Product Name:

Model:

HAVSense

HAVSense Dosimeter and DS5 Docking Station

Both the HAVSense dosimeters and DS5
Docking Station comply with the European
Community EMC Directive (2004/108/EC)
and with the Low Voltage Safety Directive
(2006/95/EC) by meeting the following
standards: Safety

IEC 61010-1:2001 - Safety requirements for electrical
equipment for measurement, control and laboratory use – Part 1:
General requirements

IEC 61326-1:2005 – Electrical equipment for measurement, control
and laboratory use – EMC requirements – Part 1: General
requirements.
Electromagnetic

CISPR 11:2009 – Industrial, scientific and medical equipment –
Radio-frequency disturbance characteristics – Lists and methods of
measurements. Class B, Group 1.

Compliance

CISPR 22:2008 – Information technology equipment – Radio
disturbance characteristics – Limits and methods of measurement.
Class B.
ISO 8041:2005 - Human response to vibration – Measuring
Equipment.
FCC: Complies with limits for Part 15, group B device.

Worse case immunity / emissions
conditions and orientation for HAVSense
dosimeter.
Radiated RF
Emissions
Radiated RF
immunity
Magnetic
Fields

Worse case immunity / emissions conditions and
orientation for DS5 Docking Stations.

HAVSense in running mode.
DS5 contains five HAVSense’s, with continual USB
z-axis of dosimeter facing antenna, with y- communications to computer. LCD side of DS5
axis of dosimeter in vertical position.
facing antenna, and shorter axis of DS5 oriented
vertical.
While monitoring dosimeter’s y-axis, with DS5 showed no sensitivity to radiated RF fields
y-axis of dosimeter in vertical orientation, listed in IEC 61326 – 1:2005.
and z-axis of dosimeter facing field.
While monitoring dosimeter’s y-axis, with DS5 showed no sensitivity to magnetic fields listed
y-axis of dosimeter parallel to magnetic
in IEC 61326 –1:2005.
field.

Return to Table of Contents
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9. Frequency Weighting

Figure 36 – Nominal linear operating range with hand-arm Wh filter

Figure 2 – Hand Arm Wh Filter Specifications

Return to Table of Contents
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10. HAVSense DS5 Docking Station specification

Capacity
Indicators for each dosimeter

5 HAVSense™ dosimeters
LED: charging/charged
LED: activated/inactive

LCD screen & keypad
Download data to PC

available
LED:
User identification
Yes

Interface to PC
Power Adapter

USB
AC 100 - 240 to DC 12V DC.

Multi-plugs supplied
Temperature range in normal use

0 to + 40°C

Electrical safety

Full compliance with EU & international standards

Weight Approximate

2.2lbs, 1kg

Size (W x D x H) Approximate

7.5 x 6.75 x 2.2in
190.5 x 171.5 x 56.0mm

11. Standards
EN61326-1:2006
EN61010-1:2001
ISO 5349-1:2001
ISO 8041:2005.

12. Service
The HAVSense dosimeter is not field serviceable. The HAVSense dosimeters need to be returned to
HAVSCo anually for factory calibration and re-certification.
Return to Table of Contents
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13. Appendix A - Removal of application software.
The HAVSense software must be removed from the computer if an updated version of the software is to be
installed. Removing the software application does not remove any user data created in the normal use of the
software, so any stored data files will still be available for the updated software to use.
First you need to find the “Add / Remove Software” from the Windows control panel.
If you type “add remove” into the search dialog box, windows will list related programs.


Figure 37: Uninstalling the software

Figure 38: Add or remove programsFigure 38 shows part of the the list found by the search and highlighted
the required item “Add or remove programs”.

Figure 38: Add or remove programs

The “Add or remove programs” application will take a little time to populate a list of installed programs on
your PC. You will then need to select the program listed as HavSense from the list of programs.

Figure 39: Click Uninstall

Once you have selected the HavSense application two buttons will appear under the program, Figure 39.
Click on the uninstall option.
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The message, Figure 40, click uninstall to continue. Or click anywhere outside the prompt to Cancel the
action.

Figure 40: Prompt to check uninstall

The Figure 41 message will appear as Windows Installer (the application being used to remove the
software) collects information about the files it is about to remove.
Once the Windows Installer (the application
being used to remove the software) has
initialised it then collects information about the
files it is about to remove.

Figure 41: Preparing to uninstall

Figure 42: Final prompt to uninstall

If you have administrator Rights, then you will be asked to confirm that you wish to remove the software,
Figure 42, after which the software is removed.
If you do not have sufficient access rights
to remove the software you will get a
message similar to Figure 43and you will
need to contact you IT department for
further information or instruction on how to
remove the software.

Figure 43: Insufficient rights to uninstall
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14. Appendix B - Software License Agreement.
Software License Agreement
1. This is an agreement between Licensor and Licensee, who is being licensed to use the named Software.
2. Licensee acknowledges that this is only a limited nonexclusive license. Licensor is and remains the
owner of all titles, rights, and interests in the Software.
3. This License permits Licensee to install the Software on more than one computer system. Licensee will
not make copies of the Software or allow copies of the Software to be made by others, unless authorized by
this License Agreement. Licensee may make copies of the Software for backup purposes only.
4. This Software is subject to a limited warranty. Licensor warrants to Licensee that the physical medium
on which this Software is distributed is free from defects in materials and workmanship under normal use,
the Software will perform according to its printed documentation, and to the best of Licensor's knowledge
Licensee's use of this Software according to the printed documentation is not an infringement of any third
party's intellectual property rights. This limited warranty lasts for a period of 1 year after delivery. To the
extent permitted by law, THE ABOVE-STATED LIMITED WARRANTY REPLACES ALL OTHER
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, AND LICENSOR DISCLAIMS ALL IMPLIED
WARRANTIES INCLUDING ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF TITLE, MERCHANTABILITY,
NONINFRINGEMENT, OR OF FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. No agent of Licensor is
authorized to make any other warranties or to modify this limited warranty. Any action for breach of this
limited warranty must be commenced within one year of the expiration of the warranty. Because some
jurisdictions do not allow any limit on the length of an implied warranty, the above limitation may not
apply to this Licensee. If the law does not allow disclaimer of implied warranties, then any implied
warranty is limited to 1 year after delivery of the Software to Licensee. Licensee has specific legal rights
pursuant to this warranty and, depending on Licensee's jurisdiction, may have additional rights.
5. In case of a breach of the Limited Warranty, Licensee's exclusive remedy is as follows: Licensee will
return all copies of the Software to Licensor, at Licensee's cost, along with proof of purchase. (Licensee can
obtain a step-by-step explanation of this procedure, including a return authorization code, by contacting
Licensor at HAVSco Ltd) At Licensor's option, Licensor will either send Licensee a replacement copy of
the Software, at Licensor's expense, or issue a full refund.
6. Notwithstanding the foregoing, LICENSOR IS NOT LIABLE TO LICENSEE FOR ANY DAMAGES,
INCLUDING COMPENSATORY, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, EXEMPLARY, PUNITIVE, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, CONNECTED WITH OR RESULTING FROM THIS LICENSE
AGREEMENT OR LICENSEE'S USE OF THIS SOFTWARE. Licensee's jurisdiction may not allow such
a limitation of damages, so this limitation may not apply.
7. Licensee agrees to defend and indemnify Licensor and hold Licensor harmless from all claims, losses,
damages, complaints, or expenses connected with or resulting from Licensee's business operations.
8. Licensor reserves the right to terminate this License Agreement at any time and Licensee's right to use
this Software.
9. Licensee agrees to return to Licensor or to destroy all copies of the Software upon termination of the
License.
10. This License Agreement is the entire and exclusive agreement between Licensor and Licensee regarding
this Software. This License Agreement replaces and supersedes all prior negotiations, dealings, and
agreements between Licensor and Licensee regarding this Software.
11. This License Agreement is governed by the laws of Great Britain.
12. This License Agreement is valid without Licensor's signature. It becomes effective upon the earlier of
Licensee's signature or Licensee's use of the Software.
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HAVSCO Ltd
Tudor House, Grammar School Road,
North Walsham, Norfolk
NR28 9JH
UK
Telephone:

+44 (0) 16 92 400 635

E-mail:

tech@havsco.co.uk

Web:
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